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This paper analyzes whether Major League Baseball players improve their performance 

in the final year of their contracts (the “contract year”). The hypothesis is that hitters 

will play better during this season in order to improve their values in the free-agent 

market. Using data from hitters that became free agents in 2005-2007, I determine that 

there is indeed a statistically significant peak in production, measured by OPS, during 

the contract year. Even after controlling for age, playing time, and team changes, the 

production peak in the contract year should still be profound. 

Introduction:  

The year was 2006. Gary Matthews Jr., a 31-year old Major League Baseball 

(MLB) player, had one season remaining under his contract with the Texas Rangers. For 

seven years in the big leagues, Matthews had been mediocre. His batting average hovered 

around a career .250 mark, indicating an ordinary hitter, and he had never earned a stable 

spot in any of his teams’ everyday lineups. But in 2006, Matthews’ fortunes changed. 

The centerfielder exploded and posted career highs in almost every offensive category 

including home runs, runs batted in, runs scored, batting average, and total bases. 

Matthews was voted to the All-Star team and was considered by many clubs to be a top 

player in the league. Following the 2006 campaign, Matthews’ contract ended, and he 

entered the open market as a free agent. After fielding offers from many of the 30 MLB 

teams, Matthews signed a lucrative 5-year, $50 million contract with the Los Angeles 

Angels. In 2007, his first season with the Angels, Matthews returned to pre-2006 form. 
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His batting average dipped to .252 and his offensive numbers decreased across the board. 

He then had a similarly average season with the Angels in 2008. 

The story of Gary Matthews Jr. seems odd. Why did this mediocre hitter have 

such a drastic spike in productivity in 2006? Luck is one explanation. Another possibility, 

however, is that Matthews consciously improved his performance in 2006 because he 

knew that after the season was over, he would have the chance to reap amazing monetary 

rewards as a free agent. By concentrating and working hard for that 2006 season, 

Matthews may have been able to improve his numbers and increase his value to the other 

teams in the league.  

This paper takes an economic approach to the issue of free-agent incentives 

presented by the case of Matthews. Specifically, the analysis will address whether hitters, 

on a group level and not an anecdotal level, augment their performance during the 

contract year.  

 

Literature Review & Motivation:  

 It has not been fully resolved by fans, economists, or statisticians whether the 

contract year has a significant effect on player performance. In the book Baseball 

Between the Numbers (2006), Dayn Perry finds that the contract year peak is statistically 

significant.1 The study uses data from 212 elite free agents from 1976-2000, and observes 

that production increases in the contract year and decreases the season after the contract 

year. The analysis uses the WARP (wins above replacement player) statistic as a measure 

of player performance. This is an advanced statistic, not commonly used or known by the 

                                                
1 Perry, Dayn. “Do Players Perform Better in Contract Years?” Baseball Between the Numbers. Ed. Jonah 

Keri. Basic Books: New York, 2006. 199-206.  
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average fan, but it is fairly comprehensive, taking into account offensive and defensive 

productivity in addition to playing time. Another study, performed by Phil Birnbaum 

(2006), collects data from all players, not just elite players, from 1977-2001.2 He uses the 

RC27 statistic, which includes many offensive statistics, as a measure of hitting 

performance. The result of the review is that there is no significant effect of the contract 

year on hitting.  

Benjamin D. Grad (1998) also identifies a negligible effect of the contract year on 

production.3 A study by Evan C. Holden and Paul M. Sommers (2005) observes no 

significant increase in performance during the contract year, but identifies a significant 

decrease in production the season after the contract year.4 Finally, a study by Anthony 

Krautmann (1990), which uses data from players signing deals of five years or more from 

1976-1983, shows that the contract year has no effect on slugging percentage, one 

measure of player performance.5 Overall, the numerous studies demonstrate that no firm 

conclusion has been reached.  

This study will differentiate itself from past studies in several ways. I will be 

using a different measure of offensive productivity. Also, I will be collecting data from a 

different pool of players—hitters from 2005-2007 that had significant amounts of playing 

time. This differs from other studies that use players in different time periods, studies that 

include only prominent players, and studies include all players.  

                                                
2 Birnbaum, Phil. “Do Players Outperform in Their Free-Agent Year?” Phil Birnbaum. 27 Apr. 2009. 

http://philbirnbaum.com/  
3 Grad, Benjamin D. “A Test of Additional Effort Expenditure in the ‘Walk Year’ for Major League 

Baseball Players.” University Avenue Undergraduate Journal of Economics. 1998. 27 Apr. 2009. 

http://www.econ.ilstu.edu/uauje/PDF's/issue1998/Effort_Expenditure.pdf  
4 Holden, Evan C., Paul M. Sommers. “The Influence of Free-Agent Filing on MLB Player Performance.” 

Middlebury College Economics Discussion Paper No. 05-07. June 2005. 27 Apr. 2009.  

http://sandcat.middlebury.edu/econ/repec/mdl/ancoec/0507.pdf  
5 Krautmann, Anthony. “Shirking or Stochastic Productivity in Major League Baseball?” Southern 

Economic Journal. Apr. 1990. 27 Apr. 2009. http://www.jstor.org/pss/1059884 
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A major motivation for this study is that deciphering the contract year 

phenomenon will give teams insights that will affect operational decisions. Several 

changes regarding how contracts are structured, the emphasis put on motivation, and the 

way teams value free agents, may occur if it is confirmed that players do indeed increase 

their productivity during the contract year.  

 

Experiment and Data Set:  

This paper will analyze the contract year phenomenon by looking at the 

relationship between two variables: the binary, contract year x-variable and the offensive 

production y-variable. There will be two important simple OLS regressions. The first 

analyzes the change in offensive performance from the pre-contract year to the contract 

year and the second analyzes the change in offensive performance from the contract year 

the post-contract year. If there is a peak in offensive production in the contract year, 

offensive performance should significantly increase over time in the first regression and 

significantly decrease over time in the second regression.  

To measure offensive production, the OPS statistic will be used. OPS stands for 

on-base percentage plus slugging. Essentially it is the sum of two statistics: on-base 

percentage (OBP) and slugging percentage (SLG). OBP measures the number of times a 

player reaches base safely divided by the number of times a player appears at the plate. 

The statistic measures the ability to avoid an out. SLG measures the number of total bases 

a player earns divided by his number of at-bats. The statistic measures the ability to hit 

for power. All variables are explained in Table 1. The OPS statistic is usually regarded as 

the most important of the simple offensive statistics in measuring a player’s offensive 
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production. As statistician Jonah Keri writes in Baseball Between the Numbers, OPS 

produces, “a quick-and-easy number that is less context-dependent and more 

representative of a player’s broader skill set...than [batting average, home runs, and runs 

batted in].”6 RC27, an advanced statistic used by Birnbaum, also effectively measures 

offensive performance. However, this statistic is not easily accessible, so it is best to use 

OPS, which can be collected and understood. WARP, the statistic used by Perry, may be 

better than OPS in measuring the number of wins a player creates for his team, as well. 

However, this WARP statistic is dependent on how much playing time a hitter receives, 

and this is not completely under the players’ control. A team, for instance, may push a 

player to play more games and risk injury during a contract year, knowing that the player 

will leave the team the next season. In this instance, a player does not have the full 

control over his WARP statistic like he has over his OPS statistic. Thus, OPS can more 

accurately isolate the degree to which a hitter can influence his performance. OPS data 

was collected from www.baseballreference.com. 

In this paper’s dataset, only batters that reached their contract year from 2005-

2007 are considered. To determine which hitters were playing in contract years I used 

databases from the ESPN website. Also, batters that had contract years two years in a row 

were not counted. This restriction is put on the data because it is important to isolate a 

single contract year and two non-contract years immediately preceding and following that 

season. This method allows one to effectively maintain a controlled experiment that 

analyzes a potential contract year “peak.”  

                                                
6 Keri, Jonah. “What’s the Matter with RBI?” Baseball Between the Numbers. Ed. Jonah Keri. Basic 

Books: New York, 2006. 6. 
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Before regressions were run, one more restriction was placed on the data. Players 

that had accumulated less than 100 at bats in the contract year or years immediately 

preceding or following the contract year were eliminated from consideration. This was 

done because players with a low sample size of at bats cannot be accurately judged with 

the OPS statistic. With a small sample of at bats, OPS will be too variable and will fail to 

accurately capture the performance of a player. Eliminating these data points means that 

not all players will be analyzed. In this way, the dataset differentiates itself from the data 

collected by Birnbaum, who does not remove players with statistics of small sample 

sizes. Though not all players are considered, this paper’s spectrum of player skill level is 

more comprehensive than Perry’s, in which only elite players were evaluated.  

 Overall 17 batters in 2005, 27 batters in 2006, and 15 batters in 2007 met the criteria 

and are included in the regression for hitters. The summary statistics of player OPS are 

recorded in Table 2. 

 

Results:  

The summary statistics show that there is a peak in the mean OPS during the contract 

year. Average OPS for the 59 hitters increases from .778 in the pre-contract year to .805 

in the contract year. The OPS then decreases to .734 in the post-contract year.  

The simple OLS regression equation, which is used to test whether the difference in 

OPS is statistically significant, is the following. 

OPS= a + !1 (Contract Year) + E.  

For the first simple OLS regression, the binary contract year variable gives the pre-

contract year a code of “0” and the contract year a code of “1.” For the second simple 
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OLS regression, the binary contract year variable gives the contract year a code of “0” 

and post-contract year a code of “1.” 

Graph 1 displays the scatter plot and least-squares regression line comparing the pre-

contract and contract year OPS values. Table 3 collects important information about the 

simple OLS regression. As Table 3 demonstrates, hitters respond to contract years and 

the incentives of free agency by raising their production to the tune of .028 OPS points. 

The standard error is .01166073 and the P-value is .099, meaning the increase in OPS 

from the pre-contract to contract year is statistically significant with 90 percent 

confidence.  

Graph 2 displays the scatter plot and least-squares regression line comparing the 

contract and post-contract year OPS values. Table 4 collects important information about 

the simple OLS regression. As Table 4 demonstrates, hitters decrease their production by 

.071 OPS points after signing free-agent contracts. The standard error is .0185275 and the 

P-value is less than .000, meaning the decrease in OPS from contract to post-contract 

year is statistically significant at a 90 percent confidence level. This drop is larger than 

the rise in OPS from pre-contract to contract year.  

 

Controls: 

At a 90 percent confidence level, there is a statistically significant peak in player 

production during the contract season. Nevertheless, there are several possible 

confounding variables that need to be controlled for. These factors, which include playing 

time, changing teams, and age, may be the real explanatory variables for the OPS peak.  
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Playing time may be a confounding variable because a hitter may perform better and 

earn a higher OPS with more games played. This can occur because a hitter learns, gets 

more comfortable, and enters a rhythm at the plate with more experience over the course 

of a season. According to Perry’s data in Baseball Between the Numbers, “players do 

play...in more games in their walk years, by a margin of 6.3 over their prewalk seasons 

and 4.8 over postwalk seasons.”7 Hence, it may be the extra playing time, not the 

economic incentives, that explains the increase in OPS during the contract season.   

Nevertheless, differences in games played should not drastically influence this 

paper’s model. The reason for this is that there has already been a restriction put on the 

dataset that stipulates that a player must accumulate at least 100 at bats to be included in 

the study. One hundred at bats should most of the time be enough experience for a player 

to find his rhythm at the plate. It is known that hitters play more games in a contract year, 

and thus one may think that the extra playing time may be the explanatory variable for 

higher OPS. But, what is most probable is that being in a contract year causes the 

increase in OPS and games played simultaneously. OPS increases because of economic 

incentives, while games played increases because teams overuse hitters knowing that 

players in a contract year will likely leave at the end of the season.  

Whether or not a player changes teams may also be a confounding variable for the 

contract year to post-contract year regression. After a contract year, many players sign as 

free agents with new teams. A player that changes clubs may be uncomfortable or 

nervous in his new surroundings and thus may perform worse by obtaining a lower OPS. 

                                                
7 Perry, 202. 
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The decrease in performance in the season following the contract year may be a result of 

this change in scenery not the change in contract status.  

Changing teams, though, as Table 5 indicates, does not eliminate the significance of 

the decrease in OPS from the contract year to the post-contract year. According to the 

model, OPS falls by .080 from the contract year to the post-contract year with change of 

teams acting as a control. As indicated by the contract year P-value of .002, the OPS 

decrease in the post-contract year is significant at a 90 percent confidence level. 

Previously, it was stated that changing teams might cause a decrease in production 

because players may feel uncomfortable with new teams. However, this might not always 

be the case. It may be that players with new clubs look to prove themselves to their new 

teammates by trying harder, thereby increasing their OPS statistic. Because of conflicting 

possible effects, the overall effect of changing teams is indistinguishable in the regression 

model.  

Age is the last variable that must be controlled. According to studies by Bill James, “a 

player most often hits his peak between ages twenty-five and twenty-nine.”8 This 

presents a bit of a problem for the proposal that the peak in OPS in the contract year is 

caused by economic incentives. It may be the case that players tend to sign free-agent 

contracts from the ages of 25 to 29, the natural peaking ages. Thus, the observed contract 

year peak may not be due to the contract year at all. It may be just a coincidence that the 

player is hitting his contract year the same time his natural age peak is occurring.  

The age control would have presented a major problem for this study had the average 

age in this paper’s dataset been between 25 and 29 years of age during the contract year. 

                                                
8 Perry, 201. 
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However, the average age in the dataset is 31.46 years old during the contract year. 

According to Bill James, at this age most hitters have passed their prime and are on the 

decline in terms of OPS production.9 In the original simple OLS regression, the 95% 

confidence interval was [-.0052997, .0604861] for the change in OPS caused by the shift 

from pre-contract year to contract year. This change from pre-contract to contract year, 

can also be seen as a change from a year of 30.46 year olds to 31.46 year olds. From 30 

to 31, a player’s OPS should be decreasing. However, in this paper’s sample, there is a 

statistically significant increase of .028 OPS points. Obviously something other than age 

is affecting OPS change. After analyzing the playing time, team change, and age controls, 

it is sill apparent that there is a significant peak in OPS for hitters caused by the economic 

incentives of the contract year. 

 

Limitations:  

The first limitation of this study is that OPS may not be a perfect measure of 

player performance. OPS is a strong statistic to measure offensive performance because it 

takes into account the ability to reach base and the ability to hit for power. However, OPS 

leaves out several key measures of player performance such as defensive skill and base 

running skill. A fast player that prides himself on stealing bases may drastically increase 

his base running success during a contract year. This improvement, however, is not 

captured by the OPS statistic. In the same way, OPS cannot capture the defensive 

improvement of a player. A WARP statistic, such as the one used by Perry, may be a 

better measure of overall player performance. Perry’s specific statistic was dependent on 

                                                
9 Perry, 201. 
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playing time, and as previously stated, this is not ideal for this study. Nevertheless, it 

would be possible to find a statistic like WARP that measures offensive, defensive, and 

base running success, but is independent of an athletes’ playing time. This statistic would 

be better than OPS to measure player production.  

A second limitation is that my sample only consists of 59 players and three years 

of information. This size is not horrible, but the paper’s conclusion would be more 

convincing if more hitters were analyzed. Because only 59 hitters are evaluated, a 

random group of hitters has the potential to bias the data. Also, three years may not 

accurately reflect an overall trend. Free agency in baseball has existed for thirty years, so 

analyzing a three-year period may only reflect a trend during that period, not a trend that 

has always occurred in baseball. For instance, it may be unfair to say that this paper leads 

one to believe that in 1995 players were affected by contract years in the same way. With 

a small window of observation, extrapolation becomes increasingly difficult.  

A third limitation is that this paper makes several assumptions regarding the 

control variables. For instance, I have made the assumption that 100 at bats or around 30 

full games is ample time for a player to find his rhythm at the plate. This assumption 

helps explain away the playing time variable as a potential explanatory variable for 

increases in OPS. I have also assumed that the positive and negative effects of changing 

teams tend to roughly balance. This may not be the case as players may drastically 

benefit or drastically suffer from a change of environment. 

 A fourth limitation is that this study only analyzes hitters. Though batters may be 

prone to the contract year phenomenon, it is unclear what happens to pitchers. Therefore, 

this study does not apply to all Major League Baseball players. 
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Conclusion: 

 After running simple OLS regressions and discussing potential controls, this 

paper concludes that the economic incentives of being in a contract year have a 

significant effect on player production. Specifically, player production, measured by 

OPS, increases from the pre-contract year to the contract year and then decreases from 

the contract year to the post-contract year. This trend likely occurs because players 

concentrate harder in the contract year so that they can increase their values as free 

agents. The next season, when the players have already signed deals, the economic 

incentives are gone and their play returns to normal.  

This study has several important implications. First, since there is a contract year 

phenomenon, the way teams structure contracts ought to change. For instance, a team 

may want to offer performance-based monetary incentives to players. By offering 

rewards to those who increase their production, teams can partially replicate the contract 

year boost every season. Second, the result of this paper may shift the emphasis put on 

motivation. Since the contract year lift exists, it is evident that players are not always 

playing at their full potential. An increased weight may be placed on motivators, such as 

coaches, that can get players to outperform their past. Third, the results of this economic 

analysis may change the way Major League Baseball teams value players. If teams know 

that players are prone to decrease their performance the year following their contract 

season, then teams will accurately devalue free agents. 
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Appendix Table 1: Statistic Definitions  

Baseball Statistic Description 

OPS 
 

OBP+SLG 
 

OPS is this paper’s measure of offensive 
productivity. Of the simple baseball 
statistics, it is generally regarded as the 
best measure of performance because it 
takes the ability to avoid an out and the 
ability to hit for power into account.  

OBP 
(on-base percentage) 

Hits+Walks+Hit By Pitch 
Plate Appearances 

 
OBP measures the number of times a 
player reaches base divided by the times 
a player appears at the plate. The statistic 
measures the ability to avoid an out. 

SLG 
(slugging percentage) 

Total Bases 
At-Bats 

 
SLG measures the number of bases a 
player accumulates divided by the 
number of at bats. SLG measures power 
hitting. 

RC27 A statistic created by Bill James and used 
by Phil Birnbaum that accumulates many 
offensive statistics. Though RC27 may 
be a better measure of offensive success 
than OPS is, RC27 is too obscure to find 
and not easily understandable.  

WARP 
(wins above replacement player) 

WARP is an advanced statistic, used by 
Dayn Perry. WARP measures the 
additional wins a player contributes to his 
team compared to a replacement player. 
The statistic is proven to be a strong 
measure of how much a player 
contributes to his team, but for this study 
the statistic is not perfect. WARP takes 
playing time into account, and a player is 
not always in control of this. OPS is 
better in this study because it measures 
productivity the player can control. 
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Appendix Table 2: Summary Statistics For OPS 

OPS Year Observations Mean 

OPS 

Std. Dev. Min Max 

Pre-contract 59 .778 .0855165 .593 .931 

Contract 59 .805 .0946536 .591 1.067 

Post-contract 59 .734 .1062707 .466 .965 

 
Appendix Graph 1: 

Simple OLS Regression Pre-Contract to Contract Year 

 
 
 
 
 

Appendix Table 3: 

Simple OLS Regression Pre-Contract to Contract Year  

OPSA Coefficient Std. Err. t P>|t| 95% CI 
Low 

95% CI 
High 

Contract .0275932 .0166073 1.66 .099 -.0052997 .0604861 

Constant .7776102 .0117431 66.22 .000 .7543514 .8008689 
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Appendix Graph 2: 

 Simple OLS Regression Contract to Post-Contract Year 

 
 

 
Appendix Table 4: 

Simple OLS Regression Contract to Post-Contract Year  

OPSB Coefficient Std. Err. t P>|t| 95% CI 
Low 

95% CI 
High 

Contract -.0709492 .0185275 -3.83 .000 -.1076452 -.0342532 

Constant .8052034 .0131009 61.46 .000 .7792554 .8311514 

 
Appendix Table 5: 

Multiple Regression With Team Change Control  

OPSB Coefficient Std. Err. t P>|t| 95% CI Low 95% CI High 

Contract -.0802397 .0253565 -3.16 .002 -.1304661 -.0300133 

Team Change .0144248 .0267833 .54 .591 -.0386278 .0674774 

Constant .8049589 .013149 61.22 .000 .7789132 .8310046 

 


